
Nearly a quarter of Japanese high school students regularly visit online dating websites.FACT:

What’s new?
Subject: Youth culture
Function: Giving advice, making suggestions, giving opinions
Grammar: should, ought to, could, you’d better

Before you open the book …
Tell students that one of the main topics of the Unit is internet dating. Ask: Have you ever visited an online
dating website? Write the question on the board and elicit the meanings of the words online / dating / website.
Students write Yes or No on a slip of paper. A student then collects up the pieces of paper and divides them
into a Yes pile and a No pile. Count up the answers and announce them to the class. Are the students
surprised by the answer?

Picture notes / Background information
If students use a search engine such as Google
to look for internet dating agencies they will
find about 61 million references (at the time of
publishing). Great care needs to be taken with
such sites. For information about the dangers of
online dating websites, go to this website:
www.kno.org.uk/internetdating.php
The pictures on this page show:
(a) an art gallery
(b) a pop music festival
(c) an internet café
For information on Glastonbury Festival:
http://www.glastonburyfestivals.co.uk
For information on the Tate Modern (an art
gallery in London) go to this site:
http://www.tate.org.uk

This page is mostly preparation for the reading
passage on the opposite page, so do not feel that
you need to spend a lot of time in discussion. There
will be plenty of discussion on the following pages!
Check students understand the word internet. Ask
them if they use the internet and why they use it.
Check students understand the word online by
asking: How often do you go online?

2 PREVIEW

Words

A To check comprehension, ask students which of
these places they have been to, eg Have you been
to an art gallery / an internet café / a pop music
festival? What did you do there? When did you go?
Did you meet new people there?

B Students may disagree amongst themselves here.
For example, some students may think that an
art gallery is a great place to meet people.
Encourage students to justify their opinions.

C Students will probably enjoy learning these
words! Teach collocations, such as to have a
relationship / to make friends / to be involved in a
romance / to go on a date.

D This could develop into quite a lengthy
discussion. Decide how long you want to spend
on the questions. You may only want to spend a
short time as there will be plenty of time for
discussion later in the Unit. Use the questions
to teach the vocabulary. Encourage students to
answer the questions, without overcorrecting
them. However, make sure that students use the
language in the activity correctly.
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1 The BIG question: IS THE INTERNET A GOOD PLACE TO MEET PEOPLE?

For Unit 0 Teacher’s
notes and answer key,
see pages 256-266 of
this Guide.



Language

If this is mostly revision work for students, they will
go through the activity very quickly. Elicit more
sentences from students using should / ought to. As
an example, ask them:

What should you do if you have a bad cold? Point out
that should is used with all persons (I / he / they etc).
The question form is Should I / should you? The

negative form is should not / shouldn’t. Similarly,
ought to is used with all persons. The question form
is ought (you) to…? The negative form is ought not
to / oughtn’t to.

Students may not know the use of you could in
suggestions. To give them more practice, say: The
old lady next to me lives alone and is very lonely.
What could she do, or what could I do to help her?

Elicit suggestions, for example:
1 She could get a pet.
2 She could join a club.
3 She could ask volunteers to visit her.
4 You could visit her more often.
You’d better is used to give advice only in particular
situations, not in general ones. For example, we
might say:
• It’s late, I’d better go to bed.
However, we can’t say as a general comment:
• You’d better go to bed earlier.
Instead we must say:
• You should / ought to go to bed earlier.
Refer students to the Workbook Unit 1 (page 4
WB), where they will find clear explanations as to
the difference between should / ought to and you’d
better.

Ideas

Encourage students to express their opinions in
answer to question B. Elicit the fact that the word
hard (in question C) means difficult. At this stage,
don’t expect students to express their opinions in
completely correct English. However, in answering
question B, encourage students to use the words
should and ought to.

2 PREVIEW Language A / B / C / D
Answers

A Sentences 1, 2 and 4.
B Sentence 3.
C ought to
D Yes. Should is more common than ought to.
E 1

2 PREVIEW Words A / B / C / D Answers

A Picture (a) 4 Picture (b) 5 Picture (c) 1
B 1, 2 and 3 are probably the best. But you could
meet people at the other places.
C 1 the way in which people are connected to each
other (although it usually means a romantic
connection between two people)
2 a relationship between two people who are
friends
3 an exciting relationship between two people
who are in love with each other
4 an arrangement to meet someone who you are
having a romantic relationship with
D Example answers
1 These are websites where people place personal
ads in which they describe themselves in the hope
of meeting new friends. Other people read the ads
and can reply to them online. Personal
advertisements of this kind are sometimes called
lonely hearts ads and websites or newspaper pages
are called lonely hearts websites, or lonely hearts
columns.
2 In online personal ads, people describe
themselves and their interests. Often they post a
photo of themselves as well.
3 It’s a very easy way to meet people. You don’t
have to pay a lot of money. You can meet a lot of
different people online in a very short time. It’s
easy to end the relationship (at least if you are only
meeting online).
4 People can lie about themselves, for example,
their age, and their job. They can even use a photo
that isn’t really them at all! You don’t know
anything about them except what they tell you –
and it may not be true.

Unit 1Unit 1
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3 READING CD 2 (Red) track 1, Page 9 SB

Point out that there are three texts, all relating to
different aspects of online dating. Pre-teach key
vocabulary items. Alternatively, during the detailed
reading that accompanies questions C and D,
students can look up new words in their
dictionaries (see comments on 3A and 3B below).

Background information / Internet references
As the internet has become more and more
popular, so have online dating websites. The
basic procedure for all dating websites is the
same: The user signs on and chooses a user
name and password. He / she then answers a
questionnaire and this information (profile) is
entered into the website database. A photo is
often posted. The user then has access to other
users’ profiles and can email them, or talk in an
online chat room. More and more, specialist
websites cater for people with different
interests: there are websites for gym-users,
university graduates and people over 50. Recent
research shows that websites with chat rooms
where users can talk to each other online in

2 PREVIEW Ideas A / B / C Answers

A In an online personal ad (or its printed
equivalent in a newspaper or magazine).
B Because you will find out what they are like.
You must decide if you are happy to meet this
person and if you will feel safe with him / her.
C Example answer: Yes, it can be very hard,
especially if you work with only a few people or
work on your own.

real time provide the best way of getting to
know someone before meeting them. Research
also shows that online dating is a successful way
of finding a potential partner for many people.
For general information on online dating
websites go to this website:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Online_dating
For information on recent research into online
dating websites and also descriptions of people’s
experiences of online dating, go to this website:
news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/education/42502
81.stm
3A Ask students to read the questions and check

they understand them. They should then read
all three texts without looking up words they
don’t understand. Say that their job is simply
to answer the questions, which will show that
they understand the main idea of each text.

3B1 Explain that the next question helps students
deal with unfamiliar vocabulary without using
their dictionaries. Make sure that students
understand that in bold means ‘in heavy black
print’. Tell students to try and guess the
meaning from the context.

3B2 Suggest that students write the questions
down. Make sure that they all find the
answers in the passage and understand why
the questions are correct. Write the correct
answers on the board.

3C Ask students to point out the words that show
the answers are correct. They can use
dictionaries.

3D Elicit answers. Allow students to disagree! You
might want to teach some new vocabulary
here, eg safety / safe / danger / dangerous.

Key words / expressions
• partner • search • mate • independent
• passionate • adventure • identity
• secret • honest
• internet services = businesses offering
services on the internet

• (the US) market = a particular place (in this
case the USA) or group of people that a
product is sold to

• there’s a lot under the surface = things that
a person doesn’t immediately show about
themselves

3 READING A / B / C / D Answers

A 1 3 2 1 3 2a, 2b, 2c
B 1 (a) is likely to (b) posted (c) surfed

(d) the word is getting around
(e) according to research

2 (a) How many men did Leeane have a date
with before she met Mr Right?

(b) What per cent of US internet users have
surfed a personal website?
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(c) How much are single people willing to pay
in order to find a mate?

(d) What do people think the US market for
online personal ads will rise to by 2007?

C 1 2c 2 2a 3 2b
D Example answer: I think the fourth piece of

advice is the most important. Safety is the
most important thing of all!

4 TALK ABOUT IT
Using the Language Banks
There are Language Banks (LBs) on the cover
flaps of the Student’s Book. These LBs also appear
in the Workbook (pages 46-54), with
accompanying exercises. There is one LB for each of
the Functions listed in the scope and sequence of
the course (see Contents pages 4-7 of the Student’s
Book).

Students should be encouraged to use the LBs
for ready reference in speaking activities. Each LB
can be used in conjunction with many different
Units of the book. However, each one is introduced
in the order of Units shown in the Contents list.
They can fold out the flaps of the book in class, so
they can see the LBs, no matter which page they
using in the SB.
4A This exercise practises the function of giving

advice. Direct students to Language Bank 1
(LB1) on the fold-out cover flaps, and in the
Workbook, where the LBs are repeated with
exercises. Either read out the questions (in the
left hand column of LB1) and the answers (in
either the centre or right hand column of LB1)
or ask students to read them out. Note that the
answers are general examples and not meant to
be exact replies to each of the questions.
Point out that the natural answer to What shall
I do? is an imperative, for example:
• Phone him / Don’t phone him.
Explain and practise.

The imperative is often
used when giving advice.

Then elicit advice, for
example:

• I have difficulty
sleeping. What shall I
do?

• Have a hot drink.
• Don’t watch TV before
you go to bed.

Students should not find question A difficult as
the answers are all clear in Text 3. If you think
students need help, choose one or two pairs to
demonstrate the conversation before the rest of
the class do the activity, and ask the class to
offer corrections and suggestions afterwards.

4B Explain that the point of not talking about your
own experiences, or about anyone else in the
class is in order not to embarrass anyone.
However, students may be happy to talk about
their own experiences – or they may choose to
talk about their own experiences using another
name. If students can’t think of any stories to
tell, then they can make up a story. Students
can then vote for the best story.

5 LISTEN IN CD 1 (Blue) track 1, Page 10 SB

Picture notes
The picture on this page shows the presenter of
a radio programme at a mixing desk. He is
hosting a phone-in chat show and wearing
headphones so that he can talk to members of
the public live on air. Use the photo to teach
vocabulary items, phone-in programme / to
phone in / host.

The Audio text is in the Workbook (page 64). In
the listening passage, a woman called Michelle
telephones a midnight phone-in programme to ask
for advice about how to find the right man. The
host is called Jason Lynch. Michelle talks about the
different kinds of men she meets and her problems

Key words / expressions
• attractive • slim • considerate
• sense of humour • superhero
• sociable • guy • single • nasty
• sensitive • make conversation
• stare • miserable • darling
• phone-in = radio programme in which people
call the host to discuss a topic or talk about
themselves

• caller = the person telephoning
• fit = healthy and physically strong (in BE slang
it means attractive)

• go on (about something) = to talk in a
boringly way for too long

• go out with (someone) = have a date with
someone

Unit 1Unit 1
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with them. The presenter seems to understand
completely. His words at the end suggest that he
might possibly be gay: ‘Some of us know just what
you’re talking about, darling.’ However, if you or the
class are sensitive about this kind of issue, there is
no need to point this out (and it is only noticeable
on the audio to native speakers or the most
experienced listeners).
5A This is preparation for the listening passage, as

all these words and phrases appear in the
listening. Elicit / teach the word partner, and
explain that it is a useful general word for
someone you live with and have a sexual
relationship with – you may or may not be
married. Here are some useful phrases when
describing an ideal partner:
• He / she needs to be (sensitive).
• I’d like him / her to be (sensitive).
• My ideal partner has (a sense of humour).

5B This activity asks students to understand the
main ideas of the passage. In fact, Michelle
points out more than three problems and the
class may be able to describe most of them.

5C To help students with this exercise, pause the
audio CD after each of the listed sentences, and
ask them to repeat the sentence as they heard it.
You may need to play the sentence two or three
times. Write the corrected sentences on the
board. Students can then explain whether the
new words change the meaning, and if so, how
they do this.

5D This activity practises the function of
suggestions. Direct the class to LB1. Point out
that How / what about …..? can be followed by
either a noun, or verb+ing.

Before students do the activity in pairs, elicit
advice and suggestions on how to meet people,
for example:
• Get a dog and take it for walks. That’s a

good way to meet people.
• Why don’t you go on an educational course,

for example, a painting course?

To practise, say: Elicit suggestions:
• I want to go out on
the weekend. Where
shall I go?

• Go to (the cinema)!
• How about going to
(the cinema)?

If the class are not very confident, choose one
or two more confident pairs to perform the role
play first. You and the class can offer corrections
and suggestions, making sure they include some
of the advice / suggestion structures (see LB1).
You can then put students into pairs to perform
the role play.

5E Again, if students are not confident in voicing
opinions, elicit opinions from the whole class
before putting them into groups. Point out that
we often use I (don’t) think… when giving an
opinion. If you choose to do group work,
afterward have a whole class discussion. Some
possible opinions:
• I don’t think she’s being fair at all.
• There are a lot of nice men out there!
• Women can be awful too!
• She obviously doesn’t like men.

5F This practises the function of asking for and
giving opinions. Direct students to Language
Bank 2. Point out that the phrases in my
opinion / in my view / as I see it are quite formal.
Make sure students understand these phrases:
• to live together = to live in the same house and

have a sexual relationship with someone.
• arranged marriage = when parents choose

their daughter / son’s marriage partner.
Teach the following phrases:
• it’s a good thing / idea.
• to marry someone / to get married (to someone).
Useful structures for the questions:
• I think it’s a good thing, because if you live

with someone before you marry them you
find out if you really like them.

• It’s not necessary to get married these days.
• It’s better to marry later, in my opinion.
• I think they can work (= be successful).

5 LISTEN IN A / B Answers

B 1 She’d like to get married and have children
but she can’t find the right man.
2 Some men talk too loudly or don’t wash
enough. Others go on about sport too much.
Some are gay, or if they are attractive, they’re
probably going out with three women. Some can’t
make conversation.

Unit 1Unit 1
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C 1 Do you have a picture in your head of Mr
Right? (The extra words don’t change the
meaning.)
2 In fact, I think he sounds rather like me. (The
word nice is wrong and completely changes the
meaning.)
3 But the really nice guys are all taken. (Taken in
this context means more or less the same as
married).
4 They get this kind of light in their eyes. (The
extra words completely change the meaning,
suggesting that the men become interested and
excited, whereas, to get light in your eyes suggests
that there is an outside light shining on your eyes.)
5 Or if they are really attractive, you can be sure
they’re going out with three women at once. (The
words three women at once change the meaning to
some extent.)

6 CONTROVERSY See Role cards, Page 57 WB

Read the notes about this section in the
Introduction. For each of the Units there are Role
cards in the Workbook (pages 56-63). These can
be photocopied and given to students separately so
that they cannot see each others’ cards if you wish
to use them as information gap activities. The Role
cards offer a variety of tasks, some for just two
students, some for three or more students and some
for larger groups. For this particular role play, start
by checking that students understand these
vocabulary items:
• potential = possible
• give up = stop doing something
Remind students that this role play practises the
functions of asking for and giving advice and asking
for and making suggestions. They should use
Language Bank 1. You may want to go over these
functions again before students perform the role
play.

7 PORTFOLIO WRITING
You may want to do this writing task over two
sessions. In the first session students write their
questionnaire. After the class, appropriate numbers
of students’ questionnaires are photocopied, either

by you or the students. In the second session, they
are handed out and students answer them. The
questionnaires are then collected and collated.
Group reports can then be written.
First session: Put the class into groups to prepare
their questions. If you think ten questions are too
many, lower the number. It will help students if
you then elicit their questions and write them on
the board, using the opportunity to teach relevant
vocabulary: boyfriend / girlfriend / to go out with
someone = to have a sexual or romantic relationship
with someone / steady (boyfriend) = someone who
you go out with for a long period of time.
Groups then decide on their questions and write
their questionnaire. Below is a list of possible
questions:
1 Have you got a steady boyfriend / girlfriend? If

not, would you like to have one?
2 How did you meet your (previous) boyfriends /

girlfriends? eg Were they at your school / a
friend of a friend / a neighbour?

3 What’s the longest time you’ve ever been out
with someone?

4 Do you think it’s alright to go out with more
than one person at the same time?

5 Have you ever visited an online dating website?
6 If so, how many times?
7 Have you ever had a date with someone you

met online?
8 Do you think online dating websites are a good

way to meet people? Briefly explain why / why
not.

9 What’s the best way to meet someone, in your
opinion?

10 How do you feel if you don’t have a boyfriend /
girlfriend? For example, do you feel unhappy or
do you feel fine?

Second session: Each group hands their
questionnaire out to students in the class, who
write their answers. They then gather in the
questionnaires. Elicit answers from the class for
each question and offer corrections where necessary.
Then in their groups, students can read out the
different responses and make notes.
Read out the examples of language in the example
of a Survey Report shown on the page. Point out
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that the report should have four clear sections:
introduction, questions asked, results and
comments on results, and the general conclusion.
Give students some more useful phrases:
• We found that (most students) …
• Almost no one …
• Only one person says (that) …
• Ten per cent of students said (that) …
Students write their report, either in class or for
homework. If they write it in class, allow them 15-
20 minutes. See the Introduction for ways to
correct. The Writing model below can be used
either before or after students have written their
report. See the Introduction for ways of using the
Writing model.

Writing model

8 PSYCHOLOGY in English Page 11 SB

This is the cross-curricular section of the Unit.
Check students understand the meaning of
Psychology (the study of the mind and how it affects
behaviour). Find out who in the class is interested
in studying Psychology or is already studying it. If
some are interested, ask them to explain why. You
may want to teach the title words conformity
(behaving in a way that most people think is correct
or suitable) and experiment (a scientific test to find
out what happens in particular conditions) before
students read the text.

Background information
The experiment described in the passage is well-
known to all Psychology students. It demonstrates
that many people have a strong desire to
conform, and that they will change what they
think is true and right in order to gain the
approval of others. A similar but even more
frightening experiment was carried out in 1961 by
Stanley Milgram. Psychologists asked volunteers
to give electric shocks to subjects if they did not
perform a task correctly. Volunteers were
encouraged by the psychologists to give bigger
and bigger shocks each time subjects got the task
wrong. Subjects often cried out when they
received the shocks and asked the volunteers to
stop. When the shocks got really bad some even
seemed to pass out. What the volunteers were
not told was that the ‘subjects’ were actors and
the shocks were not real. The volunteers were
the true ‘subjects’ of the experiment, whose aim
was to discover how people reacted when asked
by an authority figure to punish someone. The
study revealed that many of the volunteers (but
not all of them) were happy to punish someone if
ordered to do so by someone in authority. Note:
This experiment is described in the Unit 1, First
Certificate Exam practice page, Use of English,
activity A. These activities are photcopiable
pages in this Teacher’s Guide (see pages 205-225).
8A Explain that this activity will help students with

the meaning of some key words used in
Psychology. When students read the text, tell
them not to try and understand every word, but
simply to try and match the words in bold with
the definitions.

8B Question 1 is a more detailed comprehension
activity – students will need to read the text more
closely to answer the questions. Check students
understand the word task (something that you
have to do). Elicit answers and point out the
words in the text that give the answers. questions
2 / 3 are opinion questions. Elicit answers (see
suggested answers in Answers box below). For
question 3, students may point out that many
people are very frightened of being ‘different’ in
some way – it takes courage to be different. Most
people try to be the same as other people – if
their friend buys a new gadget, they buy one too.

This is a report on a survey of students’ dating
habits. A group of us gave a questionnaire to
five students. These were the questions that
we asked:
(See questions above)

The results were very interesting. We found
that most students met their boyfriends or
girlfriends through friends. Almost no one has
been out with someone they met online and
only one person says they would like to meet
someone online. Six people say that they don’t
want to try online dating websites because
they are afraid people will not tell the truth
about themselves.

It is clear from the survey that in our class
most people prefer to meet people through
other friends.

Unit 1Unit 1
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9 CONVERSATION
Read the notes about this section in the
Introduction to this Teacher’s Guide. Language
Bank 3 practises phrases that we use to fill in
pauses in a conversation, for example when we
hesitate or pause to think. Before the class looks at
LB3, elicit from them words and phrases that they
use when they hesitate or pause to think.
9A Some interesting stories may come out of this.

Students can tell the best ones to the class.
Suggest that they write their parents’ stories for
homework.

10 Your answer:
These questions focus on the big issues dealt with
in the Unit. Either read out the questions and
answers or ask students to read them out. Ask
students to be really honest in their answers. They
can look back to their original answer to The BIG
question, and write a second answer. Ask some
students to read out both their first and second
answers.

WORKBOOK answers Pages 4-5 WB

1 Language: should, ought to, could, you’d

better
1A 1 ought to 2 think you should 3 shouldn’t

4 you think I should 5 should
1B 1 ’d better 2 shouldn’t 3 should 4 ’d better

5 should
1C 1 You could work abroad for a while.

2How about taking up a new sport?
3What about learning a new language?
4 You could study an interesting subject.
5Why don’t you join a gym?

1D Example answers
• You could get a part-time job.
• You could work in the evenings.
• You could ask your boss for a rise.
• You could work as a taxi driver.

2 Use of English

2A 1The internet dating market will probably
grow a lot.
2 She hasn’t had a boyfriend since February.
3My boyfriend and I broke up last month.
4 You don’t have to give your name.
5 Is card 1 the same as card 2?

2B 1 (j) behave 2 (d) if 3 (e) also 4 (f ) that
5 (g) because 6 (h) to 7 (i) especially
8 (c) important 9 (b) like 10 (a) while

3 Portfolio writing

Students’ own answers

4 Connections

4A 1 (d) had 2 (a) asked 3 (b) went
4 (c) lived 5 (e) lasted

4B 1 (a) 2 (a) 3 (b) 4 (a) 5 (b)
4C adolescent / teenager

baby / infant
man / guy
young person / youth
adult / grown up

8 PSYCHOLOGY in English A / B Answers

A 1 to conform 2 confederates
3 experiment 4majority
5 results 6 trial
7 psychologist 8 subject

B 1 a)The idea was to test people’s desire to
conform.

b) To say which of three lines on a card matched
the line on another card.

c) Other people in the experiment gave a different
(and obviously wrong) answer.

d) 76% of the subjects agreed with the incorrect
opinion of the majority in at least one trial.
The subjects conformed to the incorrect
majority in 35% of the trials.

e) To choose the wrong line.
2 Example answer: Yes, they do. I think it’s
astonishing that people can choose the wrong
answer when they’re certain that it’s wrong.
3 Yes, if you look around, it’s very clear that people
need to conform. For example, teenagers all wear
the same kind of trainers and clothes.
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